Cloud Computing: Bringing it Down to Earth
Presented by KAREN SCHAR
To receive credit for this seminar, you must 1) sign in on Sign-In sheet, 2) attend seminar in its entirety, and 3) submit a completed evaluation form.

Paper-Lite
In an effort to be environmentally responsible and to increase the quality and timeliness of training resources, AFSA is reducing the amount of paper used at our conventions.
The handout file for this seminar can be downloaded at: www.firesprinkler.org/convention

Karen Schar
- Director of Sales, ZUMASYS - assists in educating potential customers on the benefits and options available to leverage technology to support and grow their business.
- 20+ year technology career
- My Passion: Helping people solve problems with the least amount of disruption from what they really want to spend their time on.
Zumasys helps companies of every size elevate their business by transitioning their infrastructure and applications to the cloud. Our personalized approach to cloud computing means we take the time to listen to our customers, understand their business objectives, and develop a customized solution that accommodates any application. Our state-of-the-art hosting platform uses the latest technologies to deliver world-class reliability, integrated disaster recovery, and the peace of mind that only an expert cloud solution can offer.

**Cloud Computing – Bringing it down to Earth Agenda**

- Why is there a Cloud?
- What are the types of Cloud?
- Is the Cloud right for my business?
- How do I make the right decision?
- What the Cloud can do for your business

**Why is there a Cloud?**
What are the types of Cloud?

Public

Public clouds are managed by a service provider and offered as a service over the internet.

Hybrid

A combination of a private cloud with some public cloud services.

Private

Private clouds are managed in-house and characterized by dedicated hardware that lives on a private network.

Pizza as a Service

Is the Cloud right for my business?

Applications

- Core Business
- Accounting
- Email

Knowledge

- Cross-trained employees
- Investment in hardware and software licenses

Workforce/Office Locations

- Distributed employees
- Branch or "home" offices
- Growth or fluctuating staff

Cost

- Support and Maintenance
- Training and Education
- Management of resources
What do I need to know to make the right decision?

Quality  Personalization  Experience  Culture  Support

What does moving my Applications to the Cloud do for my business?

- Cost Savings
- Flexibility
- Reliability
- Insurance

Thank You
Karen Schar
karens@zumasys.com
www.zumasys.com
CONCLUSION

- Questions & Answers
- Evaluations: Paper or Mobile Device
  - Attendee ID#: 5-digit number located on your badge
  - Paper: SEMINAR ID# 00453
  - Mobile Device:
    - Use Guidebook App to submit evaluation, or
    - QR Scan application on your mobile device to scan the
      QR code (below right) before leaving.
- To receive credit for this seminar, make sure you’ve signed the Sign-in sheet and completed a
  course evaluation (paper or mobile device).
- Handouts: www.firesprinkler.org/convention